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Spending the summer at their uncle's farm on the west coast of Denmark promises Peter and Elise

freedom from the constant German patrols and bomb sirens that plague their home town. But on

their first night at the sheep farm, a British bomber is seen lighting up the night skyÃ¢â‚¬â€•its

engines in flames! The plane crashes into the icy waters of the North Sea, but by the time they

arrive, the pilot has struggled to shore and hidden himself in the thick woods. Knowing they must

find him before the German soldiers do, Peter and Elise begin a feverish search for the endangered

British pilot. The guard dogs are barking and the German trucks are rumbling in the

distanceÃ¢â‚¬â€•will Peter and Elise be able to rescue the pilot in time?
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Humor you ask, in a book about WWII? Yes! At one point in this book, Kurt's 11th birthday, Uncle

Harald has given him a goat cart. The poor goat that they harnessed up has never experienced this

before so is not too keen. After a few minutes of racing around uncontrollably, Kurt lets Peter have a



go. The goat takes Peter around the house at full speed and who should be at the front door but

some German officials! At the same moment, one of the rams escapes, sees his reflection in the

shiny black German car and head butts it at full speed, not just one time but three! SO funny! Of

course the German officials are not at all happy.Harboring the British captain is definitely dangerous

but it is not just him who is in danger. Mikkel, Uncle Harold and Aunt Hanne's eldest son, has

warned Pastor Kai that his name is on the "list." Pastor Kai does not take Mikkel seriously. Is it too

late? Who goes to his rescue? How do the captain and the pastor escape?Throughout all this Peter

is wrestling with the challenge Uncle Morten issued in the first book about Peter surrendering his life

to Christ. He is challenged in this book as well by others that he meets. Will he see his need and be

used by God?This book is EXCELLENT! Suitable for all ages even though little ones may not

understand. We read it aloud to the whole family and look forward to now reading the next one in

the series. SO good to find a well written Christian series.HIGHLY RECOMMENDED from our

house to yours!

I loved this book it was so awesome. It's a must read. I was on the edge of my seat the whole time. I

recommend this book to everyone. It's a great way to learn some history in a fun way as well.

I read this to my oldest grandson when he was 12 and we both thoroughly enjoyed it and the whole

Young Underground series. This summer I wil bel getting to spend a lot of time with a number of my

other grandchildren and am looking forward to sharing the series with them also!

How wonderful to have a book for children that combines history and upright living. It is a realistic

and exciting - though fairly simple plot - story for middle graders. Perhaps my only disappointment is

that it is a bit unrealistic how prayers are always answered immediately and in the way they want,

and the fact that Peter makes a 'commitment' to God but with no mention of Christ or what it means

to become a Christian

I like reading historical fiction with World War 2 as a backdrop. Really enjoyed this book.

son loves this series

Great to read and share history with your 10-12 year old. Both of my grandsons and I read the entire

series together.



Another great book of the Young Underground series. Are you interested in how secret agents were

able to get people in danger to safety in WWII? This is the book you should not miss.
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